
Marketing Cloud  
Premier Success Plans
Maximize Your Salesforce ROI

C ustomer success is a top priority at Salesforce and every Marketing Cloud customer receives a Standard 
Success Plan for online support and training. However, our most successful customers take advantage of 
our Premier Success Plans in order to achieve a higher return on their investment. Success plans include 

the right combination of support, online training, and Success resources to:

 Increase user productivity

 Ensure business continuity and minimize risk

 Drive the evolution of your marketing programs

Premier Success

Marketing Cloud Premier Success provides 24/7 customer support by senior support analysts. It also includes 
enhanced training options, Accelerators, and Success resources to deliver best practice advice and recommendations.

Get Success Resources: 

Exclusive access to customer success managers, 
programs, and communities that provide you 
with best practices, adoption strategies, proactive 
recommendations, and release readiness.  
Premier Success also includes access to Salesforce 
Accelerators— targeted service engagements  
delivered by Salesforce experts, designed to help  
you achieve specific business objectives.

Get Advanced Support:

When critical issues arise, our skilled technical resources 
will respond within one hour. We give you expert answers 
whether you have how-to questions, technical issues,  
or need developer support.

Get Expanded Training: 

Get your team up to speed faster with an expanded 
menu of Premier training courses. Leverage on-demand 
training to quickly acquire the expertise you need — when 
you need it.



Premier+ Success

Extend your team with the Premier+ Success Plan for all the benefits of Premier Success, plus:

Get Configuration Help: 

Request assistance with over a dozen routine configuration updates like creating sender profiles, lists and groups, 
and data extensions. Simply tell us your business requirements, and our team of experts updates your instance  
of the Marketing Cloud.

Get Higher ROI:

Enhance your marketing programs with an expanded menu of Marketing Cloud Accelerators, which deliver 
targeted results specific to your business needs.

FEATURES STANDARD PREMIER PREMIER+

Support initial response time by case Severity Level1 2 business days2 Severity 1: 1 hour3 
Severity 2: 2 hours3

Severity 3: 4 hours4

Severity 4: 8 hours4

Severity 1: 1 hour3 
Severity 2: 2 hours3

Severity 3: 4 hours4

Severity 4: 8 hours4

Online access to Standard Success resources:  
Help, knowledge base, and “Getting Started” training

24/7 toll-free phone support

Premier Developer Support

Access to Success Managers

Premier online training catalog

 Access to Accelerators

Premier Configuration Services5

1. Severity level definitions: 
 Severity 1: Critical - Production issue affecting all users; system unavailability; data integrity issues 
 Severity 2: Urgent - Persistent issue affecting many users; major functionality is impacted; significant performance degradation 
 Severity 3: High - System performance issue or bug affecting some but not all users 
 Severity 4: Medium - Inquiries about routine technical issues; information requests on application capabilities, navigation, installation, or configuration
2. Excluding holidays
3. 24/7 Severity 1 and 2 coverage includes weekends and holidays
4. Severity 3 and 4 target response times include local business hours only and exclude weekends and holidays
5. See appendix for list of Configuration Services



Premier Developer Support

Marketing Cloud Premier+ Developer Support helps your developers extend the Marketing Cloud by providing sample 
API code as well as assistance with troubleshooting custom AMPscript and SQL code.

DEVELOPER SUPPORT TASKS DESCRIPTION OF DEVELOPER SUPPORT TASKS

AMPscript Code Review Review and correct one block/layer of AMPscript code1

SQL Code Review Review or create query activity for up to two tables using JOIN syntax2

API Code Library: REST Provide example JSON HTTP Payload Request/Response for a HTTP verb/method3

API Code Library: SOAP Provide example SOAP Request/Response (Web Services) for a method3

Server-Side Javascript (SSJS) Review up to 200 lines of code3

SDK Review code and provide error support of MC SDKs3

Custom Report/Data Extract Review and provide error support of Custom Data Extract or Reports4

1. Customer must provide AMPscript code
2. Customer must provide SQL statement 
3. Excludes creating or providing call examples in a specific coding language
4. Only includes data extract/report created via Marketing Cloud professional services engagement.  Excludes creating or modifying custom data extract or report

Premier Success Configuration Services 

Marketing Cloud Premier Configuration Services, included with Premier+ Success Plan, helps keep your instance of 
Marketing Cloud up to date by adjusting system configurations as your marketing programs and use cases expand.

CONFIGURATION CATEGORIES/TASKS DESCRIPTION OF CONFIGURATION TASKS

EMAIL ACCOUNT CONFIGURATION AND CUSTOMIZATION

Business Units Create business units within a parent account1 

Sender Profiles Create sender profiles to assign to send definitions

Data Extensions Create data extensions with fields and data types to facilitate sending or data storage

Lists Create lists to facilitate sending

Groups Create groups by segmenting a list

Headers and Footers Extract the header and footer content assigned to an account to enable customer  
review/modification2 

Delivery Profiles Provide methods to manage headers and footers via delivery profiles

Account Settings Review account settings within Administration to ensure proper configuration and customize 
settings as needed

Roles Create roles and assign enabled permissions as requested3

Send Logs Create send log data extensions with additional fields as needed4

Send Classifications Create and configure send classifications with specific sender/delivery profiles

User Create a user to access the Marketing Cloud5

(table continued on next page)



Configuration Services excludes the initial implementation of Salesforce Marketing Cloud, data migrations, data management or manipulation (de-duping, merging, cleansing), software installs/
uninstalls/customization, and custom code.

1. Excludes setup of permissions, roles, and processes
2. Excludes creation of content 
3. Excludes assigning users to roles 
4. Excludes configuring sends for send logging 
5. Excludes assigning roles or permissions
6. Excludes sending, saved in draft status
7. Excludes starting automation

For More Information 
Contact your account executive 
to learn how we can help you 
accelerate your CRM success.
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CONFIGURATION CATEGORIES/TASKS DESCRIPTION OF CONFIGURATION TASKS

SOCIAL ACCOUNT CONFIGURATION AND CUSTOMIZATION

Customize classification levels Customize default classification levels

Customize engagement levels Customize default engagement levels

MOBILE CONFIGURATION AND CUSTOMIZATION

Mobile Opt-In Template Create opt-in for SMS and MMS within MobileConnect6

Lists Create a standard list or filtered list within MobileConnect

Outbound Template Create an outbound message via a MobilePush app6

DATA & ANALYTICS CONFIGURATION AND CUSTOMIZATION

Reports Create a standard report from the report catalog

AUTOMATION CONFIGURATION AND CUSTOMIZATION

Tracking Extract Create an automation that pulls tracking data for a specific time frame or rolling date range7

Reports Automate the delivery of a report from the report catalog7

Data Extract Create an automation to extract data from a data extension7


